Re: Workspace Design
During 2013 and 2014, The South African Bank of Athens (‘SABA’) undertook a project to relocate its existing
head offices from Johannesburg to Sandton. Workspace Design were appointed to undertake the design,
space planning and overall project management for this initiative.
From the outset, the Workspace team were incredibly professional in their delivery of the brief. They
exhibited not only a very clear understanding of the needs of the organisation, but also injected many creative
and practical suggestions to improve the brief.
We were extremely pleased with the design and space planning outcomes, which met our brief exactly while
remaining within the budget assigned for the project. The delivery of the design and plan into a final product
was, if anything, even more impressive as the Workspace team provided a real hands-on approach. In doing
so, they made sure each step of construction and fit-out was controlled and delivered to the highest
standards.
The brief included complex project management of several vendors and suppliers, including the delivery of a
full data centre, which Pippa and team handled with consummate professionalism.
The end result of the assignment was that SABA received its new premises within budget, within the time
allotted for the delivery and at a world-class standard.
SABA wholeheartedly recommends Workspace Design as an incredibly professional, dedicated team who have
delivered to the highest standards.
Kind regards

Darryl Adriaanzen
Chief Commercial Officer
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